
In 1577, before the invention of the 
telescope, most people still believe that 
the sun goes around the earth. Tycho 
Brahe, eccentric astrologist-alchemist-
cosmologist with a prosthetic nose for 
every occasion, witnesses the 
appearance of a new and brilliant star in 
the sky. 
 
In his observatory in the Castle of 
Uraniborg, Tycho invents amazing 
cosmological theories with his friend 
Jeppe, a clairvoyant dwarf, and his pet 
moose. He plays a major part in the 
Scientific Revolution, exploring theories 
which anticipate the discoveries of Galileo 
and Newton.  
 
Join Tycho, Jeppe and Erik the moose for 
a whistlestop tour through Renaissance 
astrology – if Erik can stop crashing into 
the astrological instruments…  
 
A funny and light hearted look at one of 
science’s forgotten figures, told with table 
top and shadow puppetry and projection 
art.  
 

 

Seeing Stars 

A funny and light hearted look at one of science’s forgotten figures, told with table top and 

shadow puppetry and projection art.  

 

Puppets and performance: Rust & Stardust 

Script: Anthony Hope 

Projection art: Ed Grimoldby 

Running time: 1 hour 

Intended audience: Families with children aged 7-14 

 

 

Synopsis: 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Enchanting, informative and exhilarating in equal measure.” (Fringe Review) 

 

“A complete and brilliant package.” (The Latest) 

 



Costs: 

 
Our Science Shows use puppet theatre and projection art to educate and inspire children 
and challenge innovative ways of thinking. Combining facts, fun, science, social history, art 
and theatre, they are the perfect answer to cross-curricular learning.  
 
We are currently able to offer Seeing Stars at the reduced rate of £600 per performance, 
plus travel and accommodation if necessary. Discounts are available if more than one 
performance is booked.   
 
We can also provide an accompanying interactive workshop, for either a post-show 
audience or a local partner primary school, for an additional £100. 
 

Sample workshop for Seeing Stars:  
 
Shadow Puppetry - Theory and Techniques. Learn about the solar system with Erik the 
moose, and make planet, star and moose shadow puppets. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

www.rustandstardustproductions.co.uk 

@ruststardust1 

“The children really enjoyed the performance 

and our Arts Award students were delighted to 

talk to the puppeteers and meet the puppets. 

They were inspired in creating their own paper 

puppets and learning how to make them move, 

breathe and journey.” Vanessa Wells, 

Headteacher, Orford CEVA Primary School. 

 

“I thought the morning was inspiring, the way 

the puppet characters were linked to musical 

instruments.” Speenhamland Primary School 

 

To book Seeing Stars for a science 

festival or school, please contact 

Eleanor Conlon by email at 

rustandstardustproductions@gmail.com  

http://www.rustandstardustproductions.co.uk/
mailto:rustandstardustproductions@gmail.com


The company: 
 
Rust & Stardust is a Sussex-based puppet theatre company. Our work focuses on new 
writing, puppetry, animation and music. We're passionate about stories and storytelling, 
folklore and mythology, and all things homegrown and handmade. We’ve worked with 
schools and theatres to provide themed shows and workshops, and collaborated with 
musicians, technical artists and others.  
 
Recent work includes The Wild Man of Orford (Brighton/ Edinburgh Fringe 2015), Seeing 
Stars (Brighton Science Festival 2016), Three Ribbons (Horror Fest 2016), The Green 
Children of Woolpit (rural touring in 2017 and 2018), and Dr Dee’s Daughter & The 
Philosopher’s Stone (Brighton Early Music Festival 2016, Newbury Spring Festival 2017, 
The Stables Milton Keynes, Beverley Early Music Festival, and on tour in 2017.) 
 
The Rust & Stardust team are fully DBS checked with up to date enhanced disclosures. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Technical requirements: 

Projection hanging point on back bar, approximately 7m from back of stage 
2m height on projector to clear the audience heads during presets 
4-5m screen width 
 
Front cover 
1 Profile soft orange gel (soft focus for whole stage front light/ warmth)  
1 Parcan blue gel (deep blue) 
1 Parcan green gel (vivid Green)  
1 Parcan focused on audience (houselights)  
 
Side Lighting 
2 Fresnels (barn doors, no gels) 
 
Sound 
FOH system to AUX laptop 3mm 
Lighting desk (AB fading 8 channels) 

Eleanor Conlon - Eleanor is a puppeteer, writer and costume designer and maker. She has 

an MA in Shakespeare and Early Modern Drama. Her work has been produced at Brighton 
Fringe, Lindfield Festival, Edinburgh Fringe, The Space, The New Vic and the Old Fire 
Station. She previously established Sussex theatre company The Barefoot Players. Recent 
plays include The Wild Man of Orford, Three Ribbons, Turning Leaves, A Winter Journey, The 
Green Children of Woolpit and Dr Dee's Daughter & The Philosopher's Stone.  
 

Katie Sommers - Katie is a puppeteer, model maker and animator with a BA in animation from 

the University of the Arts London. She specialises in stop motion, 2D animation, puppet making 
and illustration. Katie has made puppets and performed for a number of productions, including 
Atomic Force Productions' Beowulf, Bright Moon Theatre's The Crossing and The Invisible 
Giant for Feral Theatre.  
 

Ed Grimoldby - Ed is a projection, lighting and sound designer with a BA from the University of 

Hull. He is especially interested in the fusion of live performance and integrated multimedia 
technology. He works predominantly with dancers and live camera work, interplaying digital and 
physical silhouette as well as abstract live lighting systems to create work to bombard the 
senses, acoustically and visually. Ed has designed projections for a number of productions for 
the Donald Roy Theatre at Hull University, including A Wedding Story, The Yellow Wallpaper, 
Oedipus, Vicarious and Ventris.  
 

Anthony Hope - Anthony is a playwright, poet and writer who lives and works in Sussex. He has a particular interest in 

the art, literature and music of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries and in the crossover between science, religion 
and occultism in that period. Other plays include Under The Apple Tree for Rust & Stardust, The Great Reckoning, 
Beatus Vir and The Poetical Scientist. 
 


